**HLT51612 Diploma of Nursing**

**Timetable – PT 2016A**

**Year Two Part-Time Program Workshop Plan**

Hours of attendance for workshops 8am to 4.30pm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAY &amp; TIME</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Educator/Tutor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Tuesday 0800-0900hrs| Review of HLTEN507/HLTEN519 Medications Content from reading and Learning in MoVES  
Review of Main content e.g. Medication calculations and/or numeracy development e.g. 7 right review | Peta Sullivan           |
| Tuesday 0900-0915hrs| Short Recovery Break                                                                                                                                                                                  |                         |
| Tuesday 0915-1015hrs| Review of Clinical Cluster Content from reading and Learning in MoVES  
Review of Main content e.g. Pathophysiology of acute/chronic conditions or main body systems, Care planning principles | Sharon Evans            |
| Tuesday 1015-1045hrs| Morning Tea Break                                                                                                                                                                                      |                         |
| Tuesday 1045-1245hrs| Problem Based Learning  
- As per the Clinical Nursing 2 PBL Workbook | Sharon Evans            |
| Tuesday 1245-1315hrs| Lunch                                                                                                                                                                                                  |                         |
| Tuesday 1315-1415hrs| Review of HLTEN509 Law Content from reading and Learning in MoVES (will be semester 1 of Year 2)  
Review of HLTEN506 Wound Care Content from reading and Learning in MoVES (will be semester 2 of Year 2) | Michelle Carr           |
| Tuesday 1415-1630hrs| Simulation in the PCU  
- All medication concepts / Clinical Nursing 2 concepts and wound care concepts | Sarah Leibinger Evan Carter |
| Tuesday 1630hrs     | End Of Day                                                                                                                                                                                              |                         |

**Year 2 commences on Tuesday the 7th March and continues every second Tuesday until placement.**

**Year 2 placement is 27th November – 15th December 2017.** (120 hours Full time Monday – Friday early and late shifts only)

**Note:** This is a proposed schedule, however due to the dynamic nature of the environment and the demands of the health care system possible changes may occur to classes and placement as they appear above. Mater Education Limited staff will ensure you are notified of any changes if they occur.